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Abstract
This paper introduces Corner-Sharing Tetrahedra (CoSTs), a minimalist, constraint-graph representation of micro-structure. CoSTs have built-in structural guarantees, such as connectivity and minimal rigidity. CoSTs form a space, fully accessible via local operations, that is rich enough to design regular or irregular micro-structure at multiple scales within curved objects. All operations are based on efficient local graph manipulation, which also enables efficient analysis and adjustment of static physical properties. Geometric and material detail, parametric or solid splines, can be added locally, on-demand, for example, for printing.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Advances in composite materials and additive manufacturing permit, in principle, precise tailoring of micro-structure and shape at multiple scales to generate new synthetic materials with extraordinary properties. To design, analyze or optimize such artificial materials requires an efficient and versatile representation for manipulation of highly-detailed internal micro-structures. Pure B-rep or volumetric CSG representations are too bulky for non-uniform micro-structure spanning six orders of magnitude; when the basic constituents of the raw material are as fine and interact with the designed micro-structure (‘lack of scale separation’); or to model micro-structure variance in manufacturing and irregularities due to wear.

Corner-Sharing Tetrahedra (CoSTs) are a low-cost, graph- and constraint-based representation for modeling and manipulating micro-structure, and to match macroscopic shape and physical properties. The CoST graph represents constraints (edges) between geometric primitives (vertices). The CoST realization must be embeddable in Euclidean space without overlaps. The advantage of such a minimal and abstract, essentially combinatorial representation independent of verbose geometry is not just efficiency, but versatility: a CoST can be interpreted to model trusses, tensegrities, packed incompressible disks or spheres, or a pinned-line incidence of cross-linking fibers that touch but are free to slide and rotate. CoSTs can therefore be used both for modeling natural or composite materials (whose minimally rigid, random micro-structure arises from internal material constraints); and - the focus in this paper - to design precise micro-structures. In all cases, a graph-based rigidity analysis enables efficient, initial engineering analysis before adding geometric detail and physical properties.

CoSTs are easily augmented to be generically minimally rigid (well-constrained), a graph property that is closely linked to the synonymous material property. Nature prefers supramolecular material to be minimally rigid, i.e. neither over-constrained (internally stressed) nor under-constrained (flex like a mechanism). A good way to generate a large family of CoSTs is to start with a regular, well-constrained lattice and apply local flip operations, i.e. locally change the underlying graph. Flips support both goals: deterministic design to match macroscopic shape and physical properties, and modeling grain boundaries, randomness and material defects of natural composite structures.

Among regular, well-constrained lattices to initialize CoSTs, Kagome structures stand out. Due to their many desirable multi-physics properties, Kagome lattices have been extensively studied by material science experimentalists [2, 3, 4]. For example, Kagome lattices have been shown to be maximally resilient, more so than variants of octet trusses, among statically determinate periodic (infinite) trusses [5]. Unlike most other truss-based lattices, infinite Kagome lattices are minimally rigid and can be hierarchically refined preserving structural properties and primitives, such as joints, from previous levels. Kagome structures have therefore been leveraged to derive theoretical predictions of physical behavior [6, 7, 8].
CoSTs generalize and extend Kagome structures to finite, non-periodic and irregular layout, while preserving their attractive properties including: the natural filling of tetrahedral domains (short: tets), easy joining of adjacent filled tets, and fitting to objects with curved boundaries and arbitrary topology, see Fig. 1. Associating spline geometry and material properties on demand and only locally with the CoST maximizes parallelism and minimizes storage overhead and makes slicing of a CoST-derived micro-structure for additive manufacturing highly efficient (Section 6).

The paper introduces and develops CoSTs with the following contributions.

- A class of constraint graph based, discrete representations, Corner-sharing Tetrahedra (CoSTs), is defined to have baked-in generic independence and other desirable combinatorial properties.
- The space of CoSTs on \( n \) vertices, starting with Kagome structures, is shown to be rich. (In the bivariate case this space of CoSTs is proven to be as rich as all triangulations on \( n \) vertices.)
- A number of operations with efficient algorithms are defined to manipulate CoSTs and to preserve CoST properties (the space of CoSTs is closed under these operations):
  - Local graph operations, called flips, allow accessing the full CoST design space and modeling non-uniform micro-structures.
  - Hierarchical CoST refinement can be locally and selectively applied to access an extended space of CoSTs with more vertices.
  - CoSTs can be joined or glued to form larger CoSTs.
  - Mapping CoSTs by a free-form deformation allows filling curved macro-shapes with micro-structure to support practical design.
- CoSTs can be paired on-demand and locally with spline-based representations, both implicit and parametric.
- CoSTs can be systematically stiffened to guarantee minimal rigidity.
- Approximate, highly efficient computations of mass, stress and equivalent physical properties are based essentially on the graph. (Classical engineering analysis can be based on the associated geometry.)

The emphasis of this paper is on formally defining CoST spaces and establishing (proving) their richness, accessibility and closure under fundamental design operations. For illustrations, these operations have been implemented for bar-joint or equivalent body-pin constraint systems for deterministic design. (The operations readily extend to other types of constraint systems with the same constraint graph; and to modeling random micro-structure of composites.) In addition, the computation of stress based on the graph, of mass based on associated geometry, and slicing for 3D printing have been implemented. We envision future use within an iterative design-analysis optimization cycle.

1.1. Classification and comparison of micro-structure representations

Micro-structure representations can be sorted into three broad categories: continuous, continuous-from-discrete, and discrete. Continuous functions and fields allow for many approaches to match boundary specifications, conforming, meshless, etc., see e.g. [9, 10]. Continuous representations are prevalent in the area of topology optimization: combining a nonlinear objective function with linearized constraints, topology optimization can link shape and micro-structure at multiple scales and is coupled with finite element physics computations to incorporate macroscopic shape and physical properties, see e.g. [11, 12, 13]. Continuous representations do not easily encode or reveal connectivity, such as provided by joining beams and struts, or their rigidity. Enforcing consistent material connectivity typically requires nonlinear or integer constraints.

To represent random micro-structure, continuous-from-discrete representations first generate pre-micro-structures via Poisson-field smoothing and Voronoi subdivision based on a discrete set of positions of (ellipsoidal) shapes [14, 15]. These pre-micro-structures are subjected to simulation of sintering and other processes to yield 'effective micro-structures' [16, 15]. Tailoring the micro-structures of particulate matrix composites to macroscopic shape and physical properties then involves choosing controllable particle and matrix parameter values and a stochastic model of distribution over pre-micro-structures. Due to limited control over the parameters and the need for a simulation pipeline, this approach is generally used only for effective bulk properties of micro-structure [17], applicable only for large scale features of the filled macro-shape. Sample-based synthesis [18, 19] may provide an efficient shortcut.

CoSTs fall into the third class of discrete geometry representations that includes programmed lattices [20] and regular lattices, typically Cartesian grids of cubes, filled each with the same, possibly graded, triply periodic (minimal) surface type to create bulk properties [21, 22, 23]. The resulting 'thickened lattices' are analyzed via the finite elements approach. CoSTs (while permitting similar thickening) also differ in that they satisfy built-in constraints, permit non-periodic irregularities, and tailoring to bounded, curved objects. CoSTs belong a combinatorial rigidity class called 'frameworks' [24, 25]. Frameworks, called D-reps hereafter to avoid confusion, have been used by metamaterial physicists to model physical properties that can be reduced to flexes in essentially 2D (stacked) mechanisms [26, 27] and to investigate when jamming of particles occurs in randomly generated 2D composite materials [28, 29, 30]. Some of these D-reps can be viewed as special CoSTs that are regular and/or periodic. Flexibility of planar, periodic (infinite) D-reps was analyzed in [31, 32, 33, 34] and random bivariate D-reps that are CoSTs with periodic boundary conditions have been used to study percolation thresholds for rigidity in 2D glassy structures [35]. For (infinite) 3D zeolite structures, [36] use graph-based flexing conditions. However to date, the literature offers

- no design operations or tools for D-reps.
- no systematic characterizations or derivations of families or spaces of D-reps for micro-structure.
- no D-reps that one can compare to the CoSTs ability - via the design operations - to simultaneously
  (i) conform to curved outer geometric shape of arbitrary topology,
  (ii) guarantee built-in minimal rigidity (no self-stress),
  (iii) enable efficient analysis and adjustment of static physical properties,
  (iv) render smooth geometry locally, on demand, for e.g. for 3D printing, while avoiding intractably large storage.

CoSTs address all these issues.

1.2. Organization

Introducing a new representation has to cover many aspects. Section 2 formally defines CoSTs. Section 3 introduces operations for representing and designing micro-structure with CoSTs.
Section 4 explains and proves the properties of CoSTs. Section 5 focuses on how CoSTs enable the efficient computation of some key material properties. Section 6 demonstrates the efficiency of CoSTs when slicing CoST geometry for additive manufacturing.

2. CoSTs defined

A CoST is a special D-rep. A typical D-rep consists of a constraint graph \( G = (V, E) \) and a realization \( \rho : v \in V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d \). For the purposes of this paper it suffices to think of the edges \( E \) as bars and the vertices \( V \) as joints, as in truss models. (Alternative interpretations as tensegrity or line-incidence constraint systems lead to models of packed incompressible spheres or cross-linking fibers.) While the vertices can be assigned on \( d \)-dimensional manifolds, for the purposes of this paper positions are assigned in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). For micro-structures, the dimensions of interest are \( d = 2 \) and \( d = 3 \), i.e. bi-variate and tri-variate CoSTs.

There are several ways to define CoSTs. One could start with a concrete regular lattice in \( \mathbb{R}^d \), apply the operations and algorithms of Section 3 and declare the outcome as the space of CoSTs. This section takes a more principled approach that, while more abstract, is ultimately more elegant and powerful to understand and manipulate CoSTs. We first define an idealized precursor of the CoST graph, the full-CoST graph.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2:** (left) A bivariate full-CoST graph (cyan; edges of graphs may be curved and cross) and its 3-regular graph (black; straight lines). The determining simplex graphs \( K_3 \) are the cyan triangles. (right) A bivariate CoST embedding (edges of embeddings are straight and the \( K_3 \), filled for visualization as in Fig. 1, must not overlap).

Fig. 2 illustrates (in cyan) a full-CoST graph in \( d = 2 \) dimensions. We start with a 3-regular (the black, straight-line) graph \( \hat{G} \): every vertex of \( \hat{G} \) has three neighbors. On every edge \( e \), one point \( v(e) \) is selected. The cyan, curved triangles, a.k.a. \( K_3 \) (simplex) graphs, are obtained by pairwise connecting the three \( v(e) \) associated with a vertex. The union of the \( K_3 \) defines a full-CoST graph, with vertices \( v(e) \). The construction establishes a bijection between the 3-regular graph and the full-CoST graph. Note that lines to display graphs can be curved and that none of the triangles of the original (black) 3-regular graph are part of the full-CoST graph.

**Definition 1** (full-CoST graph, defining simplex graphs). A graph is \( k \)-regular if every vertex has \( k \) neighbors. \( K_n \) is the complete (simplex) graph of \( n \) vertices.

Let \( \hat{G} \) be a \( d+1 \)-regular graph. Split each edge \( e \) of \( \hat{G} \) by a vertex \( v(e) \). For all edges \( e \) incident to a vertex \( u \) of \( \hat{G} \), the \( v(e) \) are pairwise connected by edges to form a defining simplex graph \( K_{d+1} \). The \( d \)-variate full-CoST graph is the union of all defining simplex graphs.

For \( d = 3 \), a bijection relates tri-variate full-CoST graphs to 4-regular graphs, the defining \( K_4 \) sub-graphs are tetrahedra that are edge disjoint, and the tri-variate full-CoST graphs are 6-regular since each \( v(e) \) is shared by exactly two \( K_4 \) spawned by the endpoints of \( e \) in \( \hat{G} \).

In general, it is easy to check that a full-CoST graph has the following properties.

- *(CoST Bijection)* There is a bijection between \( d \)-variate full-CoST graphs and \( d+1 \)-regular graphs.
- The copies of \( K_{d+1} \) that define the full-CoST graph are all edge disjoint.
- The \( d \)-variate full-CoST graphs are \( 2d \)-regular since any \( v(e) \) participates in two \( K_{d+1} \) corresponding to the endpoints of \( e \) in \( \hat{G} \).

The full-CoST graph is almost, but not quite the graph of a CoST: real-world constraints interfere with simplicity. For example, if we prescribe generic edge lengths, as is needed for modeling trusses or sphere packings, then a full-CoST graph has no realization in \( \mathbb{R}^d \). CoST graphs are therefore defined as pieces of full-CoST graphs, allowing for boundaries.

**Definition 2** (CoST). The graph \( G \) of a CoST is a full-CoST graph, except that some vertices, called boundary vertices, are allowed to have between \( d \) and \( 2d \) edges. The realization of a CoST must satisfy the CoST embedding property: the defining simplices have a non-overlapping placement in \( \mathbb{R}^d \).

Fig. 2, right, illustrates the CoST embedding property.

To make the CoST minimally rigid, edges will be added by a boundary stiffening algorithm in Section 3. (The stiffened CoST graph is very close to a full-CoST graph but not quite a full-CoST graph.)

A CoST is balanced if it is a realization of a tensegrity D-rep with only struts or only ties, as, for example, for a material consisting of packed spheres. To resolve stresses at a vertex \( v \), no hyperplane through \( v \) should have all edge vectors positioned on just one side. Therefore \( v \) is balanced if its direct neighbors cannot be confined to one half-plane. See Fig. 8.

A natural, balanced, well-studied bivariate CoST is the bivariate Kagome CoST. Starting with the equilateral triangulation \( T \) in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) (Fig. 3, left) the mid-point operation (\( \leftrightarrow \) in Fig. 3) yields (of a part of) the trihexagonal lattice (Fig. 3, right), a realization of the bivariate Kagome CoST.

A trivariate Kagome lattice can be defined by 4 cohorts of parallel planes, with three planes, one from each cohort, meeting at each point, and each \( K_4 \) defined by 4 planes one from each cohort. Fig. 4 shows a prototypical trivariate Kagome CoST with the \( K_4 \) rendered solid for ease of understanding. If we pick any fixed tetrahedron in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), we can define four families of parallel bivariate Kagomes, each parallel to one face of the tetrahedron. Then the vertices of a trivariate Kagome realization are the intersection points of the four interleaving families.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** Mid-point Bijection: the mid-point operation yields a bijection between the triangulation and a CoST. Note the correspondence of the *.
Figure 4: Construction of trivariate CoSTs by Definition 3. left: Points marked by o are below, points marked by • are above the plane of the regular tri-hex bivariate CoST. right: There are four directions from which the trivariate Kagome looks like the bivariate Kagome.

**Definition 3 (Stacked CoST, trivariate Kagome).** A bivariate CoST is 2-colored if each triangle can be assigned one of two colors such that no two vertex-sharing triangles have the same color.

Consider a stack $C_1, C_2, \ldots$ of (green, blue) 2-colored bivariate CoSTs on parallel planes in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with successive layers related as follows. For $i$ even, between every blue triangle in $C_i$ and its corresponding blue triangle in $C_{i+1}$, introduce a new vertex (see in Fig. 4a) and connect it to all six triangle vertices. This defines a pair of corner sharing tetrahedra. Do alike for $i$ odd and green triangle pairs. The union of these defining tetrahedra is called a stacked trivariate CoST.

If the bivariate CoSTs are identical bivariate Kagome CoSTs but shifted relative to each other so that (see Fig. 4, right) each pair of corner sharing tetrahedra is defined by three common planes (through the common point) and two parallel planes (forming top and bottom triangles) then the stacked CoST is called trivariate Kagome.

A CoST is called uniform if all edge lengths are equal within a prescribed tolerance. This is natural for both designed metamaterials and naturally occurring materials (Silicon and Carbon based, sticky sphere colloids, jammed sphere composites). Kagome CoSTs are uniform.

As truss and wire woven structures, Kagome have been studied extensively and their physical properties have been characterized as superior to octet and other truss structures [37, 38, 5]. For conceptual clarity, it was necessary here and in the following to distinguish between purely combinatorial operations and operations requiring realization, e.g., purely involving graphs vs realizations satisfying the CoST embedding.

### 3. Operations for design with CoSTs

This section presents the default initialization of microstructure as a trivariate Kagome CoST filling a regular tetrahedron. Any tetrahedron (tet) output by a tetrahedral mesher, as in Fig. 5, can be filled by (an affine transformation of) a trivariate Kagome CoST restricted to the tet. But this raises several questions: how to consistently join the Kagome micro-structures between tets, how to reach a rich space of the CoST structures by local manipulation, how to ensure overall rigidity and how to associate 3D printable or bulk engineering-analyzable representations with the resulting CoST.

The main focus of this section is therefore on establishing basic operations on CoST. Table 1 lists these basic operations: mapping the CoST to a given shape, modifying the CoST structure via flips, refining hierarchically, joining CoSTs, ensuring rigidity via stiffening, and associating surface and volumetric splines with a CoST. These operations are applied, possibly repeatedly, to create a design from an initial (Kagome or mid-point) CoST, and can be followed by analysis (Section 5, 6) to fashion a flexible design-and-analysis optimization cycle (that is beyond the scope of this paper). The exposition follows a natural order in which the operations might be applied in a work-flow. (One way to get a quick impression of the capabilities of CoST-based modeling is to browse the figures of the sub-sections.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialization</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section [3.1]</td>
<td>Section [3.2–3.8]</td>
<td>Section [5, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kagome</td>
<td>Map (to curved)</td>
<td>Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-point</td>
<td>Flip (re-connect)</td>
<td>Rigidity matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Join</td>
<td>Graph Laplacian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stiffen</td>
<td>Slicing (3D print)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re-realization</td>
<td>Spline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Initialization, operations and computational tools that enable a design-analysis pipeline or cycle.

Flips, refinement, joining and mapping are carefully defined so that they can be applied in any order without loss of the CoST property (Theorem 13), i.e., so that the space of CoSTs is closed under these operations. Throughout, the important distinction is made between the graph operations and the (Euclidean) realization of the CoST.

#### 3.1. Design space initialization

The default initialization fills an equilateral, unit tet with a trivariate Kagome CoST (see Fig. 7 left). The definition readily extends to a d-variate Kagome CoST.

**Definition 4 (tet $\tau$, Kagome).** Denote the tet by $\tau$. The vertices of the Kagome CoST of resolution $\ell$ are realized as points whose barycentric coordinates with respect to $\tau$ are

$$ (i_0, i_1, i_2, i_3)/(2\ell - 1) : \sum_{j=0}^{3} i_j = 2\ell - 1, i_j \in \mathbb{N}_0, i_j < 2\ell - 3 $$

exactly one of the $i_j$ is even.

The resulting uniform, balanced, CoST is the default pre-image of the micro-structure. For the purposes of this paper, this CoST is interpreted as a bar-joint D-rep, since they are versatile and can represent other types of D-reps with equivalent properties.

An alternative initialization, the mid-point CoST of any simplicial partition, uses the CoST bijection.

**Definition 5 (Simplicial CoST graph, Mid-point CoST).** A simplicial CoST graph $G$ is derived from a partition of space into $d$-simplices as follows. Construct a dual graph $\hat{G}$ by associating a vertex with each simplex, and pairwise connect vertices whose simplices share a $d-1$ dimensional face. Then the graph $G$ is the CoST bijection image of $\hat{G}$.
A mid-point CoST is an embedded realization of a simplicial CoST obtained by connecting the centroids of the $d$-1-dimensional faces of each $d$-simplex of a simplicial partition to form smaller $d$-simplices and removing the original simplicial partition.

The bivariate Kagome is a mid-point simplicial CoST. The trivariate Kagome is not.

3.2. Valid free-form deformations of CoSTs to match exterior shape

Given a polyhedral approximation of a surface there exist a number of meshing packages that can partition the enclosed solid into polyhedra, e.g. [40]. The most standard option is to partition into tets $T_i$ (see Fig. 6 middle). In the standard trade-off between polynomial degree and number of pieces, setting the error tolerance high allows the number of tets to be kept low while the original surface is better approximated by curving the exposed faces of the outer tets. For example, a sphere can be modeled by an octagon consisting of 8 tets with the 8 outer triangles mapped to the sphere Fig. 7. More recently, [39] directly optimized a curved tetrahedral partition to fit outer shape Fig. 6.

The natural representation for a curved tetrahedron $p(τ)$ uses the total-degree Bernstein-Bezier form (see [41, 42]):

$$p : τ ∈ R^3 → T ∈ R^3, \quad p(υ) := \sum_{α \in [a]^{[n]}} c_α υ^α, \quad ξ^α := \prod_{i=1}^n ξ_i^{τ_i},$$

$$α := (α_0, α_1, α_2, α_3) ∈ N^4, \quad ξ := (ξ_0, ξ_1, ξ_2, ξ_3), \quad ξ_i(υ(τ)) := \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } i = j, \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}, \quad ξ_i(τ) > 0, \quad \sum_i ξ_i = 1.$$

Here $α$ is a vector of non-negative indices adding to the polynomial degree $n$, $ξ_i$ is the $i$th barycentric coordinate, i.e. varies linearly from 1 at the the vertex $υ_i(τ)$ and zero on all other $υ_i(τ)$. The product of powers of the $ξ_i$ form the individual multivariate Bernstein polynomials $ξ^α$ scaled by the Bézier (de Casteljau) coefficients $c_α$.

A collection of points $υ$ in $τ$ expressed in barycentric coordinates

$$ξ(υ) := \left[ \begin{array}{c} ξ_0 \\ ξ_1 \\ ξ_2 \\ ξ_3 \end{array} \right] ∈ R^{d+1}, \quad I = [1, 1, 1, 1]^T$$

is then deformed by $p$. This free-form deformation provides a simple control cage for deforming highly detailed geometry. (Free-form deformation goes back at least to [43] and appears under the name of ‘trivariate morphing’ in the computer graphics literature.) In the following, we assume that the B-rep or CSG model has been partitioned into tets and that deformations $p$ are valid in the sense that they preserve the CoST Embedding.

Importantly, the association of the CoST with curved geometry (and physical properties) is delayed until after the application of $p$. Since free-form deformation is a composition of the trivariate map $p$ with detail geometry $g$, modeling $g$ with standard tools of geometric design, i.e. as piecewise polynomial or rational spline, is costly: with $n_p$ the polynomial degree of $p$ and $n_g$ the degree of the geometry, the polynomial degree of the deformed geometry is $n_p n_g$. For example, a tri-quadratic representation $g$ has total degree 6 (the sum of degrees in the tensor-product directions) and the composition with a total degree cubic $p$ is generically of total degree 18. For CoSTs the free-form deformation is applied only to the vertices and no edges are changed or deformed by $p$. The mapping can be on-demand to minimize storage.

The art of free-form deformation lies in determining the map(s) $p$ to least distort distances within $T$. Computing such (optimal) free-form deformations lies outside the scope of this introduction to CoSTs.

3.3. Designing CoSTs from Kagome seeds via flips

Starting with the Kagome CoST, more general, non-uniform CoSTs are generated by a local graph operation called a flip. A flip adds and removes edges while maintaining CoST graph properties. Flips are generally applied prior to mapping. However, since valid free-form deformations preserve the CoST property, flips can be applied post-deformation, e.g. to better conform to a given macro-shape or physical requirements (e.g. stress response), or to model stochastic material distribution of naturally occurring materials and particulate matrix composites.

For flips, too, it is important to distinguish between graph operations and the CoST embedding in Euclidean space.

Definition 6 (graph flip). For a $d$-variante CoST graph, a flip at a vertex $υ$ alters two defining simplices $A$ and $B$ that share $υ$. Let $a ∈ A$ and $b ∈ B$ be distinct from $υ$. A flip replaces all edges between $a$ and other vertices in $A$ by edges between $a$ and vertices in $B \setminus \{b\}$; and all edges between $b$ and other vertices in $B$ by edges between $b$ and vertices in $A \setminus \{a\}$.

To preserve the CoST embedding and properties of the realization, one needs to apply sepcial kinds of flips, called CoST flip, modified flip and balanced flip.

Definition 7 (CoST flip, modified flip, balanced flip). A CoST flip at a vertex $υ$ is a graph flip at $υ$ that maintains all vertex positions and preserves the CoST embedding. (Only a balanced vertex $υ$ admits a CoST flip).

A modified CoST flip at a vertex $υ$ maintains all vertex positions other than $υ$ (see Fig. 8g). A balanced CoST flip allows perturbing vertex positions to restore the balanced property.
The graph flip in a bivariate CoST graph $G$ has a familiar interpretation (via a bijection proven in Theorem 11) as the well-known diagonal flip in a plane triangulation graph $H$ (given two adjacent triangular facets $t_1 : v_1, v_2, v_3$ and $t_2 : v_2, v_0, v_3$, replace the shared diagonal edge $(v_2, v_3)$ with the other diagonal $(v_0, v_1)$). To extend this interpretation to embeddings, the requirements of the following straightforward proposition have to be met by the diagonal flip in a plane triangulation and the corresponding CoST flip in its mid-point bivariate CoST.

![Diagram of bivariate flips](image)

(a) non-convex flip  (b) convex flip  
(c) no embedding  (d) balanced vertex  
(e) no mid-point  (f) modified flip

Figure 8: Balancing, Embedding, Mid-point operation. (a) A non-convex diagonal flip does not preserve the triangulation; (c) the corresponding graph flip at an unbalanced vertex destroys the CoST Embedding. (b) A convex diagonal flip corresponding to (d) a CoST flip at a balanced vertex. (b) and (d) illustrate, for a uniform triangulation, a commuting relation between the diagonal flip, the CoST flip and the mid-point operation; see Equation (1). (e) and (f) show that the relation fails for non-uniform triangulations. But (g) shows that the relation can be restored by a modified CoST flip that moves the CoST flip vertex to the midpoint of the new diagonal in the triangulation.

**Proposition 8.** Consider a mid-point $v$ of an edge $e$ of a plane triangulation and let $t_1, t_2$ be triangles of the corresponding bivariate mid-point CoST that meet at $v$. Then the following are equivalent:

- $v$ is balanced;
- the CoST flip at $v$ yields a CoST;
- the quadrilateral formed by $t_1$ and $t_2$ is convex;
- the diagonal flip replacing $e$ yields again a plane triangulation.

Fig. 10a illustrates the effect of a diagonal flip on a triangulation and its corresponding mid-point CoST.

To preserve the stacking of a trivariate CoST such as Kagome any trivariate flip must be induced by a bivariate flip on a single set of parallel bivariate layers. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. The first flip of a trivariate Kagome at a vertex $v$ is automatically an induced bivariate flip on one of the 3 bivariate layers incident at $v$. If the stacking is to be preserved on the once-flipped Kagome, any further trivariate flip must be induced by a bivariate flip on a single set of parallel bivariate layers. If the stacking need not be preserved, the once-flipped Kagome admits full trivariate flips in addition to those induced by bivariate flips on any of the four sets of parallel layers.

Flips model Stone-Wales defects in many types of layered materials.

**Perturbing Vertex Positions, Restoring balance, creating holes**

Maintaining CoST vertex positions on a lattice during flips offers better control for free-form deformation of the CoST. But there are tradeoffs that motivated the definition of modified and balanced CoST flips in Definition 7. Maintaining vertex positions, a CoST flip at a vertex $v$ maintains balance at $v$ for future flips but can destroy balance at a neighbor vertex or the mid-point property of the a mid-point CoST. Moving each point towards the centroid of its neighbors restores balance. and moving $v$ restores the mid-point property.

Also, after multiple flips, long edges will destroy uniformity, see Fig. 10b, a natural material constraint; repositioning can restore uniformity. Finally, vertex positions may have to be perturbed from special positions that prevent the built-in minimal rigidity of the CoST, see Theorem 14.

![Diagram of trivariate hole flips](image)

(a) triangulation (top) and its CoST (bottom)  
(b) balanced nonuniformity  
(c) hole flips  (d) hole through trivariate CoST (two views)

Figure 10: Effect of one convex diagonal flip on the equilateral triangulation and the corresponding CoST flip on a Kagome. (a) triangulation (top) and corresponding CoST (bottom). (b) a large nonuniformity in (top) the equilateral triangulation and (bottom) the corresponding CoST with restored balance. (c) Flips at vertices marked $\bullet$ in each 2d layer induce (d) cylindrical holes in a trivariate CoST.

Flips model Stone-Wales defects in many types of layered materials.
crystals starting with equilateral triangular lattices – see Fig. 10b. The correspondence between triangulations on the points of the equilateral lattice and their mid-point CoSTs with points on the trihexagonal lattice can be leveraged for abstract models of defects and fractures. For example, a generalized Euclid’s algorithm and Farey sequences can be used to generate a shortest sequence of neighboring convex diagonal flips that result in a “defect” or “fracture” of any size (see Fig. 10b). (Combined with Section 5.1 this can provide a highly efficient way to obtain stiffness estimates while modeling fracture.) From a design perspective, nonuniformity can also be leveraged to introduce large cylindrical holes in the uniform trivariate Kagome, see Fig. 10d. Applying the planar flips at the vertices marked by • in Fig. 10c results in a circular hole with center × that, propagated along a line crossing the trivariate CoST yields Fig. 10d. Holes modeled at the CoST level frees an initial partition (cf. Fig. 5) from resolve those features and can so reduce the number of tets.

The flip also provides an efficient and principled way of modeling random micro-structure with a predictable output distribution. For example, we applied a Poisson process to set locations for the convex diagonal flip. A Markov process can then increase the probability of generating convex diagonal flips closer to previous flips in order to model fracture.

Flips can be applied before or after mapping to curved volumes via p.

3.4. Hierarchical CoST Refinement

One way to refine a CoST is to increase ν in its Kagome initialization. The refinement discussed here is hierarchical refinement with a self-similar structure. This yields flexible control and scale-independence; and it supports efficient computation of static, linear physical properties via efficient block decompositions of the associated rigidity matrices (Section 5). Different levels and types of refinement can co-exist within a tet since the refinement operations retain all vertices of the previous level, preserve the vertex degree and create new edges based on new points on old edges. (This is akin to interpolatory stationary mid-edge subdivision and it similarly preserves the CoST structure while allowing fine-grained, local tailoring of mass and other physical properties.) The refinement operation is generally performed prior to free-form deformation. But, since it preserves the CoST embedding, it can also be performed after the flip and the free-form deformation e.g. for iterative adjustment.

Definition 9 (bivariate CoST refinement rules Rₖ). For each facet being refined, split each edge (u,v) into edges (u,z) and (z,v), adding a new vertex z. New edges connect the new vertices in clockwise ordering as a cycle. When applied to a corner-sharing triangle the rule is called R₀, for other facets R₁ (see Fig. 11).

Both rules create two new triangles for each old vertex. When combined with initial flips to induce a random structure, n steps of the two refinement rules of Section 3.4 can model 2ⁿ samples of random CoST micro-structure.

If F is a bivariate, equilateral and balanced CoST then

- applying Rule R₀ and positioning new vertices at the midpoint of the old bar ensures that the refined CoST is uniform in the refined region. (Rule R₁ destroys uniformity.)
- positioning the new vertex at the centroid of its neighbors ensures, for either rule, that the CoST is balanced.

Figure 12: trivariate CoST refinement. top: local, adaptive, bottom: global, iterated.

Definition 10 (trivariate CoST refinement). The simplest refinement of trivariate CoSTs generalizes rule R₀ of the bivariate case by creating, for any K₄ (optionally all or a sub-set), four new K₄. (see Fig. 12).

Alternatively, the stacked CoST can be assembled after the desired level of refinement has been performed on all bivariate CoST stacks.

The simplest refinement generalizes to d-variate CoSTs.

If an entire layer of K₄ is refined, two new layers arise between two parallel bivariate CoST layers. Alternatively, any chosen K₄ in the trivariate CoST can be replaced by a trivariate CoST. In all cases, balance is restored by moving each new point to the centroid of its neighbors. Within the refined region R₀ preserves uniformity.

3.5. Joining CoSTs

When joining the tets τᵢ whose images Tᵢ under pᵢ form the design object, the combined D-rep should again be a trivariate CoST, so that CoST operations can be performed after joining. If CoSTs in adjacent tets agree in refinement and position of boundary vertices (see Fig. 13 for bivariate CoSTs) boundary vertices have valence 3 and their pairwise merging yields the required valence 6 of the combined trivariate CoST graph (see Fig. 7.right). This is the case for the canonical initialization.
3.6. Re-realization

Joining CoSTs of differing density, changing connectivity, refinement and distortion by the maps $f_i$ may require local bivariate re-computation of the node placement to make edge lengths more uniform. In general, solving bivariate distance constraints is a computationally demanding process equivalent to solving a quadratic polynomial system. This is an NP-complete challenge.

For CoSTs, however, sub-systems are small due to locality: updating geometric realizations requires only a recomputation in a small neighborhood of the merged vertices. Moreover CoSTs have a structure that makes them tractable by recent, nearly linear time algorithms, e.g. using CayMos [44, 45, 46]. This class of algorithms reduce the computation of realizations with known orientations, to searching the space of parameterized ruler-and-compass constructions and so improve efficient realization of the corresponding D-reps [47, 48, 49].

3.7. Stiffening: making CoSTs minimally rigid

The process of adding edges to boundary vertices to make the graph minimally rigid is called stiffening. Stiffening augments a d-variate CoST graph so that all but $\binom{d+1}{2}$ vertices have valence 2d. Theorem 16 will prove that the stiffening scheme guarantees generic minimally rigidity. Minimal rigidity is desirable since it implies static physical properties of their material realizations (see Section 5).

Stiffening a bivariate CoST requires only increasing the boundary vertex degrees to 4. The stiffening algorithm simply connects the boundary vertices in sequence and leaving out 3 edges (see Fig. 14, left).

Stiffening a trivariate CoSTs is more challenging. Shared faces in an assembly of mapped CoSTs of the same refinement level join their boundary vertices to form valences of valence 6. Each triangular face without partner, i.e. on the surface of the macro shape, can be stiffened by itself if and only if its boundary vertices can be connected by a 3-regular graph, i.e. if and only if $\ell$ in Definition 4 is chosen so that $\ell \mod 4 \in [1, 2]$ (see Section 4.4).

Face stiffening proceeds by removing double 1d-layers of vertices from the outside of the face (linked by solid edges in Fig. 15) until one of six core patterns emerges (dashed), each of which has a 3-regular extension to form a 3-regular stiffening graph of extra stiffening edges. The stiffening graph is planar and has a uniform plane realization, ensuring a desired level of locality to prove minimal rigidity (in Section 4) and facilitate material realizations.

For the tet corners interior to the joined CoST, each of $N$ (curved) tets $T_i$ contributes one corner vertex whose valence 3 should be augmented to valence 6. (For a single tet, its four corners provide the degree deficit required for minimal rigidity.) One solution is to split each tet into four hexahedron and each hexahedron into six tets so that the resulting $6N$ corner vertices have a 3-regular cover. This is correct but clearly not efficient. A better, not immediately intuitive approach is to not connect the $N$ corners to one another but to tie them down to their own tet. The internal corner stiffening algorithm forms cycles pairing up corners, and for each pair, splits apart 15 vertices that were joined in the common face and then adds the connections of a 3-regular graph on the 16 vertices, as illustrated in Fig. 14, right.

3.8. Associated surface and volume representations

Some operations in CAD systems, e.g. display or 3d printing, require a parametric boundary representation such as NURBS. Engineering analysis in 3-space is convenient when based on trivariate fields, e.g. a homogenized implicit representation of micro-structure.

The simplest parametric interpretation thickens the edges into beams. This representation often suffices for display. Fig. 16a shows a more sophisticated interpretation of the beams and nodes as a smooth spline surface of tensor-degree 2. This was used for additive layer deposition in 3d printing (see Fig. 23 in Section 6). Due to the regular connectivity of CoSTs, a simple, local algorithm fashions each half of a beam from four $C^1$-joined bi-quadratic patches on the fly. These bi-quadratic cylinder-like pieces then join to enclose the node and join $C^1$ with the pipe piece of the neighbor node, see Fig. 17. The construction is local, linear in the location of the nodes and offers parameters to locally thicken or thin the beams for continuous gradation. The arrow in Fig. 16a points to a modeled reinforcement of a particular pair of edges.

A smooth volumetric representation can be associated with a CoST by interpreting the nodes and their values (for example mass) as box-spline coefficients [50]. In two variables, the three directions of the trihex CoST are naturally associated with the convolution directions of the 3-direction box spline of the hat function [50]. Double convolution in each of the three directions yields the $C^2$ box spline whose generalization to irregular meshes is known as Loop subdivision [51]. Fig. 16b shows the filled zero level set of this bivariate field is of total degree 4 when setting the vertex values of the trivariate Kagome CoST to 1 and the empty grid locations to -1. The four planes of the trivariate Kagome suggest interpreting the vertices as control points of a 4-direction box spline (see e.g. [52]). Double convolution in the
directions yields a smooth volumetric field whose pieces are of total degree 5. Fig. 18a shows in yellow the zero level set when setting the node values to 1 and the empty grid locations to -1. Fig. 18b shows the Kagome CoST as blue tetrahedra superimposed on the level set, filling in the voids with value greater than zero. A small change to the shifts in the bivariate CoST layers in the construction of the trivariate Kagome results in the Tridymite structure of quartz-like material. Both Tridymite and Cristobalite (the standard Kagome) owe their strength to micro-structure.

4. Properties of the CoST design space

This section formally proves the key properties of the CoST design space:

– richness,
– accessibility by flips,
– closure under the operations of Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, i.e. the operations can be applied in any order, and
– edge-augmentability to guarantee minimally rigidity (boundary stiffening).

Each property is characterized and proven in a separate subsection.

4.1. CoSTs form a rich space fully accessible via flips

The CoST bijection duality between $d$-variate full-CoST graphs and $d+1$-regular graphs has the following analogues.

**Theorem 11 (Bijections).**

1. Embeddable $d$-variate CoST graphs are at least as rich as the dual graphs of $d$-dimensional simplicial partitions. (The dual graphs have valence at most $d+1$.)

2. There is a bijection between bivariate embeddable CoST graphs and plane triangulation graphs. There is a bijection between bivariate embeddable CoST graphs and plane graphs of valence at most 3 with all interior vertices of valence 3.

3. Let $P$ be the set of equilateral lattice points in a regular triangular domain. Let $P'$ be the corresponding set of mid-points forming a trihexagonal lattice. Let $B$ and $B'$ be the corresponding (well-defined) sets of boundary points. Let $S$ be the set of triangulations with vertices in $P$ and boundary vertices in $B$. Let $S'$ be the set of CoSTs with vertices in $P'$ and boundary vertices in $B'$. Then there is a bijection between $S$ and $S'$ called Trihex Bijection.

**Proof.** (1) The Mid-point Bijection (between $d$-dimensional simplicial partitions and their mid-point CoSTs) induces a bijection between dual graphs of simplicial partitions and simplicial CoST graphs; and shows the dual graphs to be embeddable with (non-intersecting) piecewise linear edges of at most two segments. The claim follows since simplicial CoST graphs are a subset of embeddable CoST graphs.

(2) By (1) the embeddable bivariate CoST graphs are at least as rich as the plane triangulation graphs. To prove the converse, take the centroids of the CoST triangles and connect them to their three vertices. This yields a 2-linear plane embedding of a graph $H$ whose interior vertices have valence 3 and all vertices have valence at most 3. Fary’s theorem [53] and a Tutte embedding of $H$ extended to non-convex and multiple boundaries [54, 55] provide a straight-line embedding with convex interior faces. The dual of $H$ is a plane triangulation graph whose edges can be made straight lines again by a Tutte embedding.

(3) Let $S''$ be the mid-point CoSTs of the triangulations in $S$. Therefore $S'' \subseteq S'$. Theorem 12 implies that $S''$ is exactly the class of CoSTs reachable from the bivariate Kagome using CoST
flips. Theorem 12 also shows that all CoSTs in $S'$ are reachable from the bivariate Kagome using CoST flips. Therefore $S' = S''$ and the obvious bijection between $S$ and $S''$ is a bijection between $S$ and $S'$.

There are few embedding results in higher dimensions. Therefore it is not known if the converse of (1) is true, i.e., whether (2) generalizes to higher dimensions.

The following theorem uses the distinction, Definition 6 vs Definition 7, between graph flips, realizable CoST flips and modified CoST flips; and between general CoSTs and mid-point CoSTs.

Theorem 12 (Accessibility). 1. The space of $d$-variate CoST graphs is connected by a sequence of graph flips. (The graphs may not be embeddable in $\mathbb{R}^2$ as CoSTs require).

2. The space of bivariate plane CoST graphs is connected via a sequence of graph flips (The graphs can be embedded in $\mathbb{R}^2$ as CoSTs, but the flips may not preserve point locations).

3. Let $C$ be the space of bivariate CoSTs on a specified vertex set and specified boundary vertices of valence 2. $C$ is connected by a sequence of CoST flips.

4. Let $C$ be the space of bivariate mid-point CoSTs obtained from triangulations of the equilateral lattice with a specified boundary. The bivariate Kagome belongs to $C$ and $C$ is connected by a sequence of CoST flips.

5. Let $C$ be the space of bivariate mid-point CoSTs obtained from triangulations of a specified point set with a specified boundary. $C$ is connected by a sequence of modified CoST flips.

Proof. (1) Any valence-preserving permutation of entries in an adjacency matrix can be achieved via block interchanges. A $d$-variate CoST graph flip is a block interchange. This provides the claimed path between the $d$-variate CoST graphs.

(2) Theorem 11 yields a bijection $b$ between bivariate CoST graphs and plane triangulation graphs. Section 3 gives the correspondence between CoST graph flips and diagonal flips of triangulation graphs. A sequence $f_i$ of diagonal flips allow reaching any plane triangulation graph from any other [56, 57, 58]. Then any bivariate CoST graph can be reached from any other by a sequence of flips $b^{-1} \circ f_i \circ b$.

(3) Replicate the proof of [59] that any plane triangulation on a point set with designated boundary can be reached from any other plane triangulation on the same point set and boundary via convex diagonal flips.

(4) A convex diagonal flip $f$ on any triangulation $T$ of the equilateral triangular lattice point set and the corresponding flip $\hat{f}$ on its mid-point bivariate CoST $m(T)$ preserve the mid-point correspondence: $\hat{f}(m(T)) = m(f(T)).$ (1)

See Fig. 8. Thus for any triangulation $T$ reachable from the uniform triangulation $U$ by convex diagonal flips, $m(T)$ (on the tri-hexagonal lattice) is reachable from the bivariate Kagome using CoST flips. By [59], all triangulations with the same boundary $B$ as $U$ are reachable from $U$ via convex diagonal flips.

(5) [Motivation for modified CoST flip.] Since the result by [59] applies to the set $S$ of triangulations on any given point set with specified boundary, does the set $S'$ of CoSTs reachable via CoST flips $f$ from the mid-point CoST $m(T)$ of a triangulation $T \in S$ include all mid-point CoSTs of triangulations in $S'$? I.e., is $S'$ in bijection with $S'$?

While the CoST $f(m(T))$ preserves the same point set as $m(T)$, the mid-point CoST $m(f(T))$ after the corresponding convex diagonal flip $f$ of $T$ generally have a different point set. Conversely, no plane triangulation $T$ with mid-point CoST $\hat{f}(m(T))$ may exist; or it is not guaranteed to be in $S$. I.e., the commutation in (1) between $f$, $\hat{f}$ and $m$ fails. See Fig. 8e,f.

However, by modifying the position of the flip point $v$ in the flipped CoST $\hat{f}(m(T))$ to the middle of the new diagonal in $f(T)$, we can access all mid-point CoSTs of triangulations in $S$. Specifically for the modified CoST flip $\hat{f}$, the commutation $\hat{f}(m(T)) = m(f(T))$ is restored. See Fig. 8g. This proves (5).

The proof of (5) above adds another bijection to the list of Theorem 11: between $S$ and the set of CoSTs reachable from the mid-point CoST $m(T)$ for $T \in S$ via modified CoST flips.

4.2. Closure of the CoST space under design operations

Closure under operations implies that the operations can be applied repeatedly and in any order. (This does not imply that they commute.) The operations in Section 3 were defined so that, with the help of Theorem 12(4),(5), the following statements are immediate.

Theorem 13 (CoST closure). 1. $d$-variate CoSTs are closed under all types of CoST flips; and, for $d = 2, 3$, under refinement and gluing.

2. Let $L(F)$ denote the set of parallel bivariate layers defining a stacked trivariate CoST $F$. Stacked trivariate CoSTs are closed under induced bivariate CoST flips on any layer in $L(F)$ and under simultaneous bivariate refinement of their $L(F)$.

(a) If any layer in $L(F)$ is restricted to a specified point set, closure only holds under bivariate CoST flips.
(b) If any layer in $L(F)$ restricted to be a mid-point CoST of a triangulation on a specified point set, the closure only holds under modified bivariate CoST flips. However, if the point set is the equilateral triangular lattice, closure also holds under bivariate CoST flips.

3. All above classes of CoSTs are closed under valid free-form deformations.

4.3. CoSTs constraints are independent

There is a close relationship between combinatorial properties of D-reps and static physical properties of their material realizations. If the number of constraints matches the number of nodes (modulo the rigid motion group in $\mathbb{R}^2$) and if all (linearized) constraints are independent then a generic D-rep is (locally) minimally rigid (a.k.a. isostatic or well-constrained) [60]. Too few independent constraints indicate to flexible realizations. Note that a D-rep with dependent constraints can be simultaneously flexible and overconstrained. Dependent constraints result in self-stresses.
A D-rep class $C$ is called nice if a characterization of generic rigidity using simple counting of edges and vertices is known.

**Theorem 14** (Graph characterization of independence and minimal rigidity). Let $G = (V, E)$ be a constraint graph from a nice D-rep class $C$ with constant $l_C$. $G$ is generically independent in $d$ dimensions if and only if for every sub-graph $G' = (V', E')$ of $G$

$$|E'| \leq d|V'| - l_C.$$

$G$ is minimally rigid in $d$ dimensions if and only if for every sub-graph $G'$ (i.e., there are no self-stresses).

Theorem 14 combines the known characterizations for classes $C$ via the constant $l_C$. For example, when $C$ is the bar-joint class in 2 dimensions, $l_C = 3$ since the trivial motion group in $\mathbb{R}^2$ consists of translation and rotation. Theorem 14 subsumes many rigidity results in two dimensions: bar-joint, tensegrity, body-pin (converted to bar-joint), direction line-incidence, point-line distance-angle D-reps [24, 61, 62, 28, 63] all have such a combinatorial characterization of generic independence and rigidity. A famous such proof for bar-joint D-reps is Hilda Geiringer’s proof [64] of what is known as Laman’s theorem [65]. For many nice D-reps, Theorem 14 generalizes beyond the Euclidean plane to geometric primitives and motions on a sufficiently smooth manifold.

While it is a well-known open problem to characterize generic rigidity of trivariate bar-joint D-reps, Theorem 14 with $d = 3$ does apply to special classes of bar-joint D-reps that are equivalent to to body-bar, body-hinge, body-pin and incidence systems. Luckily, trivariate CoSTs fall into such a special bar-joint D-rep class: a type of incidence system which is equivalent to a body-pin system [66, 67, 68]. Hence Theorem 14 with $d = 3$ applies.

**Theorem 15** (CoST independence). $d$-variate CoSTs obtained from the $d$-variate Kagome using valid deformations, CoST flips and refinement rule $R_0$, are generically independent.

**Proof.** The proof is based on Theorem 8.1.1 of [68] (independence of incidence systems), the transformation of trivariate bar-joint CoSTs into body-pin CoSTs (relying on the CoST embedding property: defining simplices do not intersect) and a further transformation to incidence systems. The transformation views a bar-joint simplex (being minimally rigid) as a body and must ensure that no two bodies share more than 1 pin and each body has at most $d + 1$ pins. These requirements are immediately met by the Kagome CoST since the simplices are its only bodies; and the CoST property ensures that no two simplices share more than one pin. The requirements also hold after flips and, by induction, after refinements. Now we can treat the structure as an incidence system and [68] shows independence of the CoSTs obtained from the Kagome via flips and refinement. Valid deformations do not alter generic properties.

In fact, despite the non-genericity of its construction from four sets of parallel planes causing the pins on multiple bodies to lie on a plane, the trivariate Kagome CoST retains independence (i.e., there are no self-stresses).

4.4. CoSTs can be augmented to be minimally rigid

**Theorem 16** (stiffening $\rightarrow$ rigid). The stiffening procedures described in Section 3 generate bivariate and trivariate generically minimally rigid structure.

**Proof.** The stiffening described for bivariate CoSTs was shown in [69] to not generate any sub-graph violating the generic independence condition of Theorem 14. Since it has the correct number of edges, it meets the generic minimal rigidity condition. For the stiffening in the trivariate case, rigidity follows from the correct count as a bar-joint structure, provided independence can be shown. We start with the independence of the unstiffened CoST structure proved in Theorem 15. To deal with the newly added bodies (edges and triangles), we use not only the planarity but also uniformity and hence locality of the stiffening edges with respect to the CoST graph. Specifically, each new edge added during stiffening is between a pair of tetrahedra that are not corner-sharing (so that the property of two bodies sharing at most 1 pin is maintained), but locality is ensured as they share corners with a common tetrahedron. Each triangle added connects 3 tetrahedra where no pair shares the same corner-sharing neighbor. By induction, it follows that any proper substructure of the stiffened structure can still be treated as a body-pin system where any 2 bodies share at most one pin, and each body has at most 4 pins. We additionally use that all interior pins are shared by at most 2 bodies, and the maximum number of bodies sharing a boundary pin is 4, to extend the proof of Theorem 15.

The above proof, that no body has more than 4 pins and no pair shares more than 1 pin in the trivariate CoST, relies on properties of the stiffening graph consisting of the added edges; in particular it is 3-regular and planar. This constrains $f$ in Definition 4 to $\ell \mod 4 \in \{1, 2\}$ because a 3-regular graph on the $N := (\ell^3) = 3$ vertices of a Kagome face has $\frac{3N}{2}$ edges; so $N$ must be even and hence $0 = \ell(\ell + 1) - 6 \mod 4 = (\ell + 3)(\ell - 2) \mod 4$.

As a consequence of Theorem 16, the only potential cause of dependent constraints and self-stresses is non-genericity. Since even highly non-generic Kagome are independent by Theorem 15 the effect of non-genericities depends on the boundary-stiffening scheme. The boundary stiffening schemes of Section 3 are not unique. Examples show that the minimal rigidity, dependencies and self-stresses of a non-generic stiffened CoST are sensitive to the actual boundary-stiffening scheme even though all satisfy the same generic rigidity conditions of Theorem 14.

5. Material properties

Material properties of D-reps ultimately depend on the associated continuous representation. However, many properties have a combinatorial characterization and can be determined from their constraint graph $G$ leading to efficient algorithms.

For example, many nice classes in the sense of Theorem 14 have greedy algorithms for establishing if the graph is minimally rigid. Rigid components and rigidity percolation can be determined by a special network flow algorithm called pebble game [48, 70, 71]. Furthermore, there are efficient algorithms for recursively decomposing such constraint graphs into maximal proper sub-graphs that are also minimally rigid. Even static physical properties that are not entirely combinatorial, i.e. depend on D-rep geometry, admit highly efficient computations.

5.1. Static multi-physics: stiffness, Laplacian, resistance, mass via weighted graph Laplacian

Formally, the geometric constraint system is a set of polynomial equations $F = \{f_1, \ldots, f_m\}$ and variables $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$. For an underlying constraint graph $G$, the rigidity matrix $R_G(p)$
The Jacobian of $F$ system with respect to $X$ evaluated at instantiations $p(x_i)$ for variable $x_i$ is

$$R_G(p) \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} : (i, j) \rightarrow \frac{\partial f_j}{\partial x_i}(p)$$

(see Fig. 20). When the constraints are quadratic, as for squared distance constraints, $R_G(p)$ is often referred to as the linearization of the constraint graph system. For generic $p$, row independence of $R_G(p)$ corresponds to local independence of the algebraic constraints of the original D-rep [60] And rigidity of the D-rep ($G$, $p$) is equivalent to $R_G(p)$ having maximum possible rank (over all D-reps ($G$, $p$)). Since maximum rank over $p$ is attained at all generic $p$, rank and the associated properties of independence and rigidity of the original D-rep depend only on the constraint graph $G$.

Geometrically, any (infinitesimal) vector in the right nullspace of $R_G(p)$ represents an (infinitesimal) change to each primitive such that the resulting D-rep still satisfies all of the constraints. The left nullspace corresponds to an equilibrium self-stress of the system [73]. In the case of bar-joint or tensegrity D-reps, these stress vectors correspond to length-normalized forces on the bars, struts or ties – that cancel out at the joints, see Fig. 21. Moreover, the well-known stiffness matrix (when the bars/struts/ties are replaced by springs) has the same null space as the rigidity matrix. The stiffness matrix is therefore essentially a weighted graph Laplacian of the constraint graph $G$ underlying the D-rep.

The Laplacian also yields the effective electrical resistance and analogously thermal resistance of appropriate physical realizations of the D-rep. Further related analogs include so-called topological insulator dielectric properties as well as photonic and acoustic properties related to $G$ [2, 74, 75]. In short, rigidity, stiffness and Laplacian matrices of a D-rep, and their null spaces define stresses, flexes etc. and so provide an efficient way of computing effective multi-physical properties.

Crucially, refinement yields a recursive block structure in the rigidity, stiffness, Laplacian, and related matrices and so permits efficient computation at increasing levels of the hierarchy.

5.2. Mass Computations

Since every vertex of a CoST graph belongs to exactly two $K_4$ and every edge and face belong to exactly one, the perimeter, the area or volume of the tetrahedra provides an accurate measure of relative or proportional change in mass during refinement. Measuring change in mass under refinement is therefore a simple computation regardless whether the mass is at vertices, edges or faces of the bivariate or trivariate D-rep. For example, in $\mathbb{R}^2$, rule $R_0$ removes the central triangle from the coarser triangle reducing the mass by $\frac{1}{4}$; in $\mathbb{R}^3$ the reduction is $\frac{1}{6}$. Conversely, we can choose the refinement rule $R_0$ or $R_1$ at each step of the constructive refinement to achieve the desired change of mass.

When the associated surface is piecewise polynomial, it is straightforward, via the divergence theorem, to compute the exact volume contributed by each associated cylinder-like interpretation of edges. By symbolic computation, the contribution of each spline can be expressed as an inner product (less than 100 add or multiply per graph edge) of a precomputed vector representing the known structure and determinants of the node and its direct neighbors weighted by the parameters.

Mass enters the conversion of abstract D-rep properties into analogous physical material properties. For example, to achieve a physical stress $s$ on a material realization of an abstract bar with stress $t$ and length $l$ in a bar-joint D-rep, the cross-sectional area $A$ of the material bar must be $lt/s$. The desired strain, effective Young’s modulus and density of the bar material follows from setting its mass.

6. Slicing for additive manufacturing

Slicing for additive manufacturing illustrates the efficiency of the CoST representation. For the anticipated extremely fine and non-uniform micro-structure, the memory requirement for computing entire slices for 3D printing is prohibitive. It is therefore natural to split the mapped CoST in $T := p(\tau) \in \mathbb{R}^3$ by partitioning its regular pre-image $(\tau)$ into sub-domains, e.g. filled or partially-filled cubes. The memory footprint is then restricted to the edges in one or more small sub-domains at a time. Specifically, intersecting just the six curved edges $p((1-t)v_1(\tau)+tv_2(\tau)), t \in [0,1]$ of a curved tetrahedral image $p(\tau)$ of a tet $\tau$ with the slicing plane returns an initial value $t_0$. Partitioning $\tau$ uniformly into sub-domains then allows slicing the image of the initial sub-domain – which is generated on demand and whose image easily fits into memory (see Fig. 22 and the video [76]). The exit boundaries determine a list of potential sub-domains to visit next and $\tau$ is completely sliced when the list is empty. The slicing test within a sub-domain queries whether the endpoints of an edge lie to either sides of the slicing plane – with a conservative margin that ensures that the associated curved geometry, e.g. beams in tensor-product Bézier form are sliced correctly (see the 3D prints of Fig. 23). The slicing is now reduced to a localized standard process that feeds to the printer only the relevant on-the-fly-generated curved geometry.
Corner sharing tetrahedra (CoSTs) are a new graph- and constraint-based representation, sufficiently light-weight to model micro-structure. Besides defining a foundation of operations (graph manipulation, hierarchical refinement, generation of non-uniformities according to distributions, augmentation, by stiffening, to guarantee minimal rigidity and combining with continuous representations) this paper emphasized formal definition of CoSTs and proofs of their properties, closure and accessibility. For example, CoSTs were shown to form a rich space: bivariate CoSTs are as rich as triangulations and fully accessible by graph manipulations so that initialization as (pieces of) Kagome lattices is a sound strategy.

The presented implementations were based on bar-joint or equivalent body-pin constraint systems applied in deterministic micro-structure design. While CoSTs can alternatively represent tensengraphy, line-incidence, and similar constraint systems, these applications remain to be explored in more detail. The CoST’s ability to model random non-uniformity through a controllable stochastic sequence of local flips implies potential for modeling and analyzing natural or composite materials whose random micro-structure arises from a variety of internal material constraints. Since a sequence of flips can model the emergence of material defects, CoSTs may be effective for simulating fracture.

CoSTs therefore offer an initial, efficient analysis of static physical properties both aggregated or as precise distributions over a micro-structure-filled object. Since the self-similar hierarchical CoST refinement retains information from previous levels and results in a recursive block matrix, one can further improve computational efficiency and potential parallelism to form a flexible design-and-analysis optimization cycle.

Further research has to show how this discrete approach compares to finite element codes applied to localized B-rep or CSG representations of a CoST structure. For example, since 3D printed vertices lack the degrees of freedom of joints in a formal bar-joint structure, finite elements would establish whether stiffening - crucial for bar-joint structures - affects printed structures (beyond protecting from accidental damage due to exposed tetrahedra).

Future research has to establish whether CoSTs have efficiently computable Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) [77] that allow combining micro-structure analysis with standard analysis of bulk material and so form a bridge to classical topology optimization.
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